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Workbench liners 

The accessories produced by CYJT factory play an auxiliary role in metal tool cabinets. 

Our products include casters , waste bin, Cup，File Rack, Square Ring Hook, Straight 

Hook and Metal Web Back Wall Accessories. The metal tool cabinet is suitable for the 

fixed management of various tools, cutting tools, and components in the production site. 

The classified accessories make your item storage work truly on time, accurate, efficient, 

and low consumption. 

 

Metal Tool Cabinet Accessories 

As a famous Chinese manufacturer, CYJY provides 

customers with a variety of metal tool cabinet 

accessories. These accessories can facilitate 

people’s operation and management of metal tool 

cabinets. These various types of accessories have 

different functions. We will show you the knowledge 

of accessories for metal tool cabinets, so that you 

can have a better understanding of the accessories 

and make reasonable choices of useful accessories 

during the purchase process. 
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Advantages of Accessories 

High work efficiency. When using tools or components, they can be used in many 

processes. Tools can be moved to the desired process according to the type of 

accessories, reducing time waste and improving employee productivity. 

Good flexibility. If some tool cabinets are bulky or large in size, they can be mobile for 

easy daily management and cleaning, with good flexibility. If it is not made mobile, it will 

be more troublesome for employees to move. 

Diversity. The metal tool cabinet can be made into a mobile type. It is suitable for 

different factory environments. For example, If the tool cabinet bears different loads, 

different casters can be selected as the bottom support. 
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It is aesthetically pleasing and practical. The mobile metal tool cabinet gives a dazzling 

feeling, with a beautiful and coordinated appearance, which can be suitable for the needs 

of different factories. 

 

 

 

Our Company 

CYJY is a professional production supplier of metal tool cabinets and accessories with 

more than 26 years of production and design, our products are now sold in worldwide 

and have won many satisfied customers. 
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We have several experienced inspectors to strictly monitor the whole production process: 

raw material-production-finished products-packing. There are appointed staff responsible 

for each procedure. 
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FAQ 

Q: What is your product positioning? 

A: Our products are mainly for high-end consumers. Our price falls into average level 

among similar products. In the future, we will try to develop products for the low-income 

groups. 

 

Q: How can you guarantee the quality? 

A: We employ several experienced inspectors to strictly monitor the whole production 

process: raw material-production-finished products-packing. There are appointed staff 

responsible for each procedure. 

 

Q: How to prevent my tools from rusting in the metal tool cabinet? 

A: Our products are equipped with various accessories, such as trash cans, cups, etc. 

You should keep the storage area clean and dry in a timely manner. 

 


